Four days in Hong Kong

A Visit to Asia’s Manhattan
From 14 to 18 February Marc Lambert (Qvovadis, representing TourEast), Cathay Pacific,
Meetings & Exhibitions Hong Kong, The Murray, Brussels Airport and BBT Online invited
a group of experienced Belgian meeting planners to Hong Kong: one of the busiest,
craziest and most exciting destinations in Asia. None of them had ever been to the city,
but for four days and three nights, they would be taken by the hand to discover its
greatest sights and best hidden secrets. It proved to be an urban adventure without
equal.
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From left to right: a special Valentine’s Day welcome at Brussels Airport, Champagne on the Cathay Pacific Flight and the group with Cathay
Pacific’s Anke De Prins
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veryone who loves Asia should visit Hong Kong at
least once. The former British colony is officially
part of China again since 1997, but it’s still one of
the most important harbours and financial centres in
the world. It’s the Asian Manhattan, a city that truly
never sleeps. Hong Kong is a bustling metropolis full
of people in suits and shiny glass skyscrapers. But in
their shadow lurks a lively city: a paradise for foodies,
shopaholics, party people and of course incentive
organisers.
There’s something exciting to discover behind every
other corner, and when tired of the hectic city life, you
can always take a break and visit one of the many
beautiful islands or hidden beaches instead. A visit to
Hong Kong is an experience you’ll not easily forget.
After a smooth and relaxing Cathay Pacific business
flight from Brussels Airport on Valentine’s Day, we

landed at Hong Kong International Airport with the
planners on Friday morning. Here we were greeted by
Marc Lambert, who had been preparing the trip in the
past few days. Instead of being shoved straight into
a tour bus, they gave us some time to freshen up in
the new Regal Airport Hotel – recently recognised as
the World’s Best Airport Hotel by Business Traveller
Magazine. It’s directly connected to the passenger
terminal and the AsiaWorld-Expo Convention Centre.
It comes with no less than 1,171 rooms, 30 meeting
rooms and a giant pillar-free ballroom with a 9m wide
led screen.
After checking out the venue, we would go on our first
discovery excursion to Lantau Island, which is one of
the biggest outlying islands of Hong Kong, sporting
the longest beach in the country: Cheung Sha Beach.
On the beach we were immediately treated to a Tai
Chi session by an old master, easing the strains in

our joints after the long flight. The teacher was great
and understanding, and the lessons were interesting
and something you could take home with you. Very
pleasant way to start a trip.
After a visit to the Tai O fishing village, a look at the
new 55km bridge to Macau (more on that one later),
a trip to the famous giant Buddha statue and the Po
Lin Monastery, and a nice ride on the Ngong Ping
cable car (with exciting see-through bottom), we were
headed to Hong Kong Island, where we would be
getting a first impression of The Murray Hong Kong:
our home for the next few days.

A luxurious stay

The Murray was officially opened by Niccolo in 2018
and it is a fantastic hotel. It comes with 336 rooms
and suites spread over 25 storeys. The rooms have
a great contemporary design and they are simply

huge – especially for Hong Kong. The hotel has several
different restaurants and bars, including one on the
rooftop – it misses a little atmosphere still, but they
are working on it. The terrace allows views of Hong
Kong Park and the Botanical Gardens. It has loads of
space for events as well. The Niccolo room on the top
floor – right below the rooftop restaurant – can seat
240 guests for dinner and can accommodate 350 for
a reception. Several board rooms are available as well.
Dinner was exquisite by the way, French chef.

Discovering Hong Kong Island

Our second day in Hong Kong started with one of
the classic experiences: taking the old Peak Tram to
Victoria Peak – the hill looking out over the city – for
some magical views over the harbour and the bay. The
Peak is one of the best viewpoints in the city, maybe
only rivalled by the view from the Kowloon Promenade
during the Symphony of Lights – the daily laser show

The group in front of the famous St. Basil’s Cathedral.

Some images of the beautifel Murray Hong Kong and the ALTO rooftop bar

at 8pm, featuring more than 40 skyscrapers.
After getting back down, we had a dim sum lunch
in the Jumbo Floating Restaurant, an old and wellknown venue in the city. After that, it was time for
us to discover the old town by ourselves, as part of a
fun-filled scavenger hunt through Central. This was
an interesting way to get to see the main sights while
completing a series of challenges – fun combined with
discovering the city’s history, art, food and culture.
Another great activity was a cooking workshop in the
afternoon, where we learned how to make our own dim
sum dishes under the guidance of an experienced local
chef. Easy to do once you know how. We had dinner in
ALTO, a well-designed restaurant located on the top
floor of V Point, offering great views over Causeway
Bay once the sun sets.

A glimpse of Macau

The next morning, we would leave Hong Kong for
a short visit to nearby Macau – this via the brand
new 55km bridge between the two destinations.
We would discover the area through a programmed
iPad instruction game, taking us to some of the most

famous sights while solving some more puzzles and
challenges. We would also see Elēkrŏn – a new show
full of pyrotechnics, daredevil antics and insane stunts,
which on its own was quite impressive.
A day in Macau seems like a must for most incentive
programmes to Hong Kong, but none of the planners
on our trip were too impressed to be honest. Getting
there takes you quite long, and the new bridge doesn’t
make the experience much better. You have to go
through a customs hall here, which feels like you’re in
the airport again: it’s sterile and without charm.
Macau itself is far less Portuguese than we would
have thought before we got here, and it doesn’t
really feel like Las Vegas either. During the day it’s
very busy, but in the evening it felt a bit deserted.
The main attractions are the casinos full of Chinese
mainlanders throwing away their money. We would
suggest spending an extra day in Hong Kong instead.
Maybe visit some of the islands, or take a hiking trip on
Dragon’s Back ridge, which is far more rewarding.

Top: Tai Chi fun on the beach
Bottom: Dim Sum Workshop and the famous Peak Tram

Macau was not the highlight of the trip for most of our group

Discovering age old traditions

Our last day in Hong Kong took us to Aberdeen, on
the backside of Hong Kong Island and Victoria Peak.
Here we would go and explore the wisdom of the local
fishermen. We would stroll through the main streets of
Ap Lei Chau and the Aberdeen Typhoon Shelter, where
we would learn about the history of the place and the
different types of fishing boats and fishing practices.
Afterwards, we would go to nearby Lamma Island
where we would visit the local Fisherfolk’s Village,
meet the locals and experience their daily lives
by catching some fish ourselves. This was a very
interesting afternoon. Although the weather was
horrible, we really saw the potential of the place. There
are lots of incentive opportunities to organise here, far
from what you expect from a trip to Hong Kong.
Lunch was prepared for us in the newly opened
Marriott Ocean Park Hotel, a resort hotel with 471
guestrooms and suites. The lobby comes with an
impressive 16m high aquarium, and the venue offers
more than 1,000m2 of meeting space, including a large,
pillar-free ballroom.

After driving back to downtown Hong Kong and
checking out of the hotel, we were invited to a last
treat before going back to the airport: a fantastic

Michelin-star dinner in the Mandarin Oriental Hong
Kong. The Mandarin is one of the most renowned
hotels in the city, and offers better views on the city
than the Murray. Although we liked both venues, we
enjoyed the more contemporary style of the newer
Murray just a little bit more still. Les goûts et les
couleurs…
Hong Kong is a gem of a city and a blessing for event
organisers. The destination has seemingly endless
possibilities for those looking for the perfect incentive
or the most impressive event venue. It’s a sparkling,
constantly changing, truly global city. A walk through
its neon-lit streets is all you need to feel alive and
is hard to get bored of. It’s always busy but never
unmanageably so. Few huge crowds, and no insane
traffic jams like in Bangkok for example.
Hopefully it will stay like this, without too much
interference from Beijing. But there is one thing
the long arm on Tiananmen Square can’t touch: the
view over Victoria Bay at sunset, and that is one to
remember. We will be back.
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Fun during the city rally and in the Fisherfolk’s village

The Partners
Tour East’s Marc Lambert took the initiative for this
trip to hong kong, and made sure it was a memorable one. You can find his contacts here. The rest of
the partners are mentioned below.

Tour East: www.toureast.net
Qvovadis: www.qvovadis.travel
Cathay Pacific: www.cathaypacific.com
The Murray: www.niccolohotels.com
Mandarin Oriental: www.mandarinoriental.com
Meetings & Exhibitions Hong Kong:
www.mehongkong.com
Marriott Ocean Park Hotel: www.marriott.com
Regal Airport Hotel: www.regalhotel.com
Brussels Airport: www.brusselsairport.be
Lamma Rainbow: www.rainbowtour.com.hk

Evelien Schepers – Eventmasters

Koen Van De Geuchte – Kapcon

“This famtrip to Hong Kong was an eye-opening
experience for me. The city felt like an Asian version
of Manhattan and had a vibe I absolutely loved.
Incredible skyscrapers and stylish shops mixed with
beautiful ancient buildings and graffiti artwork in the
streets. This was all topped off with some beautiful
touches of nature.”

“Hong Kong truly is the Asian New York. It comes
with tons of intriguing locations that are utterly
baffling to find in a metropolis like this. Several
landmarks have a very long history. The Peak Tram
for example, is a gracious blast from the past but is
still in perfect condition. The island group Hong Kong
is built upon is very green. After a 20 minute drive
from the centre, you can already find yourself in a
natural environment perfect for hiking or cycling.”

“I absolutely loved it. We experienced a variety of
activities, from Victoria Peak to visiting Macau,
from going to a fishermen’s village to making our
own piggy shaped dim sums. If you are looking for
an exciting city to organize your next event in, Hong
Kong is your go to destination!”

The restaurants and hotels are exquisite, their
healthy competition makes everyone strife for
perfection. The Convention Bureau is very wel
informed as far as the latest developments go and
welcomes event organisrs with open arms. Larger
groups even receive bonuses. They have tons of
information on special activities and meeting
facilities on exciting locations.”
“Macau looks like a more expansive Las Vegas with a
Portuguese past, which you can still discover in the
city centre. We flew with Cathay Pacific, a premium
airline company that really pampers its guests. The
Premium Economy seats are very comfortable while
still being affordable, while the Business seats are
absolute luxury: your own little cocoon to dream
about the prestigious destination you’re flying to.
There isn’t a better way to fly to Hong Kong.”

Enjoy some more highlights of the trip on the this spread and the next:
there are so many things to discover in Hong Kong you could spend
weeks here

Raymond Desmet - @dmire

“Joining a Fam is not that risky after all. All supplier
partners involved will do their utmost to make it an
everlasting highlight for their guests. Their goal is to
find the ideal combination between what they want
to make the guests experience and what the expectations of the invitees are. The bottleneck is that the
programme may become overloaded and thus lead
to passive and verbal obstructions by the guests,
but this was not the case in Hong Kong.”
“We enjoyed a lovely welcome with some extra and
unexpected gifts at Brussels airport and a smooth
flight with excellent service by Cathay Pacific to
Hong Kong. Good point for the organizers to offer
the use of some showers in the airport hotel. The Tai
Chi Chuan practice (and the refreshing sea breeze
at 11:00 AM – which is 04:00 AM our time in combination with a blank night) is a real must do although its success probably largely depends on the
enthusiasm of the teacher. Must say that ours was
fabulous.”
Tai O very much looked like a tourist trap but the Po
Lin Monastery and the Giant Bronze Buddha put me
in the right mood to enjoy the vegetarian lunch. The
Ngong Ping Cable car with the glass bottom cabins
and the view of airborne planes below you is an
experience not to miss.”

“The scavenger hunt was a bit too short in time as,
funny enough, all participants went for it – which is
an excellent mindset but makes you miss what it is all
about: the discovery of Old Town. The experience of
making dim sum was exactly how it should be: funny
(lots of laughs) – slightly competitive – exact timing –
and making most of us aware that our own creations
were not that eatable.”
“The journey to Macau, including the interchange of
the coaches and guides, was an eye opener. Macau
on arrival looks like a big construction site and one
may wonder how long the “old” part of the region will
stand against the powerful tsunami of the big casinos,
hotels and showcases. It was good to witness this as,
strangely enough, Macau indeed is a plus to a Hong
Kong programme. Until that time we enjoyed lovely
weather but the organizers of the famtrip really did their
job wonderfully well and thus made us experience the
Lamma Fisherfolk’s Village in the pouring rain which
strengthened the goal of the journey. Good job.”
Some small comments on:
The Murray: great rooms – positive surprise to most
of the invitees, poor bar (can and as noticed will be
arranged for in a short time span), great breakfast and
high dinner standards, well trained and guest oriented
staff.
The restaurants in the programme: all different to each
other – again good job by the organizers – one small
remark though; even if a restaurant has a Michelin
rated kitchen its waiters can strongly influence the
appreciation by the guests.
The means of transport: coaches were all of excellent
quality, our guests however do not necessarily
appreciate j. walker drivers…
The guides: excellent knowledge although some –
talking about a minority of them - had some difficulties
to make it all understandable.
The flights: as said smooth direct line with an excellent
service.
The DMC: did his homework very well and proved to be
an asset for the destination – open to comments – great
attitude

“Visiting Hong Kong without experiencing Victoria
Peak is not done but in case you should not know to
go up by coach or by tram; the best way to go back Overall: a great discovery and – although expectations
down is by Tram as well.”
were high – an even far better trip than expected.

Cathay Pacific wins Long Haul Network
Development Award.

Cathay Pacific Airways was awarded the
Longhaul Network Development Award 2018
at the Brussels Airport Aviation Awards.
In this category, airlines are rewarded
that have started new routes or realized
remarkable growth of passengers or freight.
Cathay Pacific was awarded the prize due to
its non-stop service between Brussels and
Hong Kong.
The Brussels Airport Aviation Awards
are more or less seen as the Oscars of
the Belgian aviation industry, where
Brussels Airport rewards its partners in
various disciplines that have distinguished
themselves in network development and
new routes, environment and safety,
performance and punctuality.
Cathay Pacific has been operating its fourtimes-weekly Brussels-Hong Kong service
since March 2018 with an Airbus A350-900,
connecting the Heart of Europe to the Heart
of Asia.
One of the airline’s unique features is their
Premium Economy Class which, according
to travellers, is the perfect way to make
the long-distance flight from Brussels to
Hong Kong a more pleasant and comfortable
experience. The main difference with
the Economy Class being, the larger seat
with more legroom, the peace of being in
a separate cabin and the nice extras. In
addition, the Premium Economy Class is a lot
more affordable than Business class.

